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HOUSTON -- The United States is producing the most liquid energy of any other nation on Earth this year,
surpassing output from Russia and Saudi Arabia, according to a private research firm.

The New York energy market consultancy PIRA Energy Group put out a report yesterday asserting that the
United States is already leading other nations in the production of crude oil, natural gas liquids, refinery gains
and other liquid resources. Tremendous growth in U.S. production led to the nation's overtaking Saudi Arabia,
where supplies also grew but at a much slower rate, the company said.

PIRA said it drew its findings from data collected at an annual seminar of clients held last week. Fran Falchook,
a sales representative at PIRA, said the data show that the United States reached the top spot in liquids
production earlier this year, though she was unable to provide an approximate date for when it likely happened.

The findings show that the United States is still third in global crude oil production. Russia is believed to still be
the world's largest oil supplier, followed by Saudi Arabia.

But combined with refinery gains, liquid condensates, biofuels and other liquid energy sources, the company
says the United States is now nudging out Saudi Arabia, producing an average of 12.1 million barrels a day in
liquid energy in 2013. The company believes Saudi Arabia is producing an average of 11.8 million barrels a day
in liquids, primarily crude oil and natural gas liquids.

Russia is seen as producing about 10.5 million barrels a day of liquids on average, the vast majority of it in
crude oil.

PIRA's findings show a much starker contrast among countries in terms of the rate of growth of new liquids
production.

The company sees the United States matching last year's crude production growth rate, expanding total oil
output by 1 million barrels a day this year, far and away the highest projected growth rate. By contrast, PIRA
said its research suggests Saudi Arabia and Canada will each expand total crude oil output by less than 200,000
barrels a day in 2013.

The United States' "growth rate is greater than the sum of the growth of the next nine fastest growing countries
combined and has covered most of the world's net demand growth over the past two years," researchers wrote in
the report.

Last week, the U.S. Energy Information Administration issued a similar claim about the expansion of national
energy production. By the end of 2013, EIA believes, the United States will produce more hydrocarbons than
any other nation, measured in British thermal units and barrels of oil equivalent.

EIA's forecast doesn't include biofuels but isn't limited to liquids as PIRA's take is, incorporating natural gas
into its calculations. On that basis, the agency sees the United States easily overtaking Russia and Saudi Arabia
in terms of total hydrocarbon energy production by the end of 2013.


